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Introduction
● Online Learning to Rank (OLTR) Method

○ Pro: Does not require an existing ranker of decent quality

○ Con: Not good at handling bias and noise 

○ Paper proposed Pairwise Differentiable Gradient Descent (PDGD) Method

■ Unbiased OLTR methods 

■ Does not rely on sampling models for exploration, but models ranking as probability 

distributions over documents.

● Answer Three Research Questions:

○ RQ1: Does Using PDGD result in significantly better performance than Multileave Gradient 

Descent (MGD)?

○ RQ2: Is the gradient estimation of PDGD unbiased?

○ RQ3: Is PDGD capable of effectively optimizing different types of ranking models?



Related Work

● Dueling Bandit Gradient Descent (DBGD)

○ OLTR method 
○ Interleaving

● Multileave Gradient Descent (MGD)
○ Vastly speeds up the learning rate of DBGD (better user experience)

○ However, huge computational costs, large number of ranker have to be applied

● Pairwise Loss Method
○ It injects the ranking from the current model with randomly sampled documents. 

○ After each impression, a pairwise loss is constructed from inferred preferences 

between documents.



Method - Pairwise update is biased 

(Pairwise update: rank the relevance of 2 docs according to 
relevance and user reaction(=clicking))

Some preferences are more likely to be inferred due to 
position bias (e.g. people only look at top 10 returned docs)

Result: Model learns biased preferrences



Method - Capturing the bias with reversed pair
Let R* (di , dj , R) be R but with the positions of di and dj swapped:

Intuition:
Ideally, for a preference di>dj inferred from ranking R, and if both documents are equally relevant, 
then the opposite preference dj>di is equally likely to be inferred from R* (di , dj , R). 

pref inferred from R:
 d3 >click d1

pref inferred from R*: 
d1 >click d3



Method - Unbiasing pairwise update

The ratio between the probability of the ranking R and the reversed pair ranking R* 
indicates the bias between the two directions: 

This ratio is used to reweight the found biased preference and therefore unbias the 
gradient estimation during model update:

(RQ2/unbiasedness answered - see paper 
for proof of this equation)



Method - Workflow



Experiments
Setup

● 5 datasets: sets of queries with each query having a corresponding preselected document 

set and relevance labels from 0-4

● 3 baseline models: DBGD, MGD, pairwise

● 2 types of models: linear & non-linear (=neural networks)

Metrics

● offline performance/final convergence: average NDCG@10 of the ranking model over the 

queries in the held-out test-set

● online performance/ranking quality during training: cumulative discounted NDCG@10 of 

the rankings displayed during training



 User behavior (clicking/stopping) is modelled as probability over relevance label R 

Experiments



Results and Analysis

1. Convergence of ranking models

2. User experience during training

3. Answering RQ1 & RQ3



Results and Analysis

Convergence of ranking models

PDGD learns faster than existing OLTR 

methods



Results and Analysis

TEST
● Has an improved point of 

final convergence compared 
to DBGD and MGD.

● Needs more iterations to 
achieve fully converge.

● speed-quality tradeoff.

Convergence of ranking models

● PDGD has an improved point of 
final convergence and learns faster 
compared to DBGD and MGD

● Needs more data to achieve fully 
converge.

● Speed-quality tradeoff.



Results and Analysis
User experience during training

● Online performance of DBGD 

and MGD are close;  MGD has a 

higher online performance.

● Pairwise baseline has a lower 

online performance

● PDGD has significant 

improvements.



Results and Analysis
Answering RQ1 & RQ3 

● RQ1 Does using PDGD result in significantly better performance than MGD? 

○ PDGD outperforms existing methods (model convergence & user experience)

● RQ3 Is PDGD capable of effectively optimizing different types of ranking models? 

○ PDGD is applicable to different ranking models and effective for both linear 
and non-linear models. 



1. PDGD outperforms existing methods both in terms of model convergence and 

user experience during learning.

2. The gradient estimation of PDGD is unbiased.

3. PDGD is applicable to different ranking models and effective for both linear and 

non-linear models.

Conclusion
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